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Abstract: It is proved that the continuum hypothesis implies that the box product of wunt- 
ably many u-comprict, locally compact, metric spaces is paracompact. 
4A25,5431)20,54615; 
Stone asked [4j ; is a box product of lines normal? efcN-e hi3 death, 
Tamano announced in 17 1 thst zry $-s,x gz;-h% of met& spafzes was 
paracompact; but he Ieit in pr~sf. CXher comments on this old problem 
can be f&d in [ 8 ] and [ 51; and other comments on box products can 
be founti hl +s,li;j* 
I &ill use a, b, -57, m, n, i, j, k, h for nonnegative integers, 0, p for count- 
able ordinals, and p; (r for points. 
Assume that Xtl is a metric o-compact locally compact space. Let X be 
the box product of {XJ new,, and for p E X, define p(n) ta be the n* 
coordinate of p. Let 8 be the-set of all boxes in X and for U E 8 define 
U(n) to be the projection of U on Xn. 1 
The points ~3 and 4 will be said to belong to the same equivalence c 
provided there is an n such that p(m) = q(m) for alI m > rz. Let E denote 
the set of all such equivalence classes. 
If a set G covers X9 a set H refines G if each term of ff is a subset of 
some term of G: H need not cover X. The set H is locally finite if for each 
p E X there is an open set U such that. p E U and U intersects at most 
finitely many members of 14. 
If G is an open cover of X, ft is a. suitable refinement of G provided: 
(1) ff is a locally finite open refinement of 5, 
(2) U fi is closed and the union of count;ibly ma.ny terms of 8, 
(3) E E E and E intersects PJH imply /f covers E. 
The fullowing lemma is the crux of the proof of Theorem 1. 
ma -3. If E E E and 6 is an open cover of X, then there is a suitable 
ement of G covering E. 
rooff. The notation is unfortunately mess:&. Kee xed a point e E E; 
fk each JZ choose compact Gin for each i so X* = Wg cfn and e(n) be- 
longs to the interior of Con. Let 
E” = {p E E I p(m) = e(m) for m 3 n and p(m) E 
for m < n). 
Observe that E = each E” is compact. 
ix y1 and let p be a metric 
ne F for eat 
t 
G” = {UE 81 U is a subset of a member of G and 
e(m) E U(raz) C Corn for all m 3 n). 
e now define an open ne orhood Tn of e(n) and a 
te I &set )J, of G” such that U E tJ, ies U(n) = T, : 
qThoose any T E GO and define TO = T(0) and Ho = (T). 
hsume ffn _ 1 has been chosen. The set D = En Wff, _ 1. is compacs. 
And since f& _ l is a finite subset of G” - 1 , p E D implies that there is a 
V,~G*suchthatp~~~nd~n(U(UnlUEH,_~})=0.~othereis 
a finite subset D’ of D such that {VP! p E D’} covers D. Choose T, open 
in X’ such that e(n) E T, and T0 c V(n) for all V E E, _ 1 u {VP1 p E D’}. 
Define 
If,= {UE 81 f’orsame Ve f&l u (~I~ED’}}~ 
U(m) = V(m) = V(m) for m # n and U(n) = T, . Since ff,, 1 c G"-1 c 12" 
and { VP1 p e D’} c G”, clearly Tn c Con and Hn c G”. Our inductive dc- 
finition of T, and fl, is complete. 
!4y an easy induction on n, it is clear that pz < i and V E ff, imply there 
is a &* E fli such that F*(m) = V(W) fsr m < n and no > i but I$*(atz) = 
Tm fxn< W.-A.* ( i rims; obviously > 5 c V(f) for i > z. 
Define 
ti;=ffo, 
Then 
If; = {VE &I 1:‘n (Eni 
tQs = {&*I VE #Vor somen< i). 
( ) m= 
e 
Q = (4 E XI for all i th ere are infinitely many nr such that 
&MqJ* 
First prove that Q is open. Suppose q E Q. Choose m. < ml < . . . such 
that q(mf) 4 TX. Define 2 E 8 by 
X, if n # mi for any r’, 
Z(n) = 
( 
X,\& ifFt=mi. 
Then q E 2. To prove 2 c Q suppose p E x\Q; that is, for some i and it, 
p(m)E~~foraElm>n.Thereisak>isuchth~tmk>n.Since 
7#& > T,& 5 p(mk) & Z(mk) and p 4 2. Hence Z r~ Q and Q is open. 
Next prove Uff = dnQ. Suppose p E JAQ: for fixed i and j, p(m) E g 
for all m > j. Let b be the smahest nonnegative integer such that 
p(m) E T, for all m 3 b; since TIC T,, -there is such a 6. Observe that 
ff~_l~doesnotcoverpforifb>Q,thenp(b-l)$Tb_l =U(b-1)for 
U E MB_ r . Since (m 1 m < bj is finite, there is a c such that p(m) E 
UkGE C,, for all m < b;, for nt 3 b, p(m) E T, cz Co,. Define 
d=c+b+l 
and define p’ E E $y 
( 
p(m) for m < d, 
p’(m) = 
e(m) for m > d. 
Since d > c, p’ E Ed and by the definition of ffds either p’ E kit/d (and 
since d > b, p E UHd) or p’ E f/d_ 1 (and since d > b, p E ff& I), So there 
is a smallest integer n > b such that H,, covers p; say p E V E ff,. Clearly 
V E ff,“. And if i’ = i+j+n+l,thenpE&! PVE KThusffcovers 
H=mQ. 
nite. If q E Q, Q is an open set containing 
q which does not intersect any term of fl. So assume p E X\Q and that 
n, i’ and V are defined as above. There is a W E i3 such that 
for all m < n and W(m) = T, for m > n. For h 3 i’ observe &a\ 
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Since V E ff implies “V C V E U, C Gn, ff refines G. Since H, is 
finite for each n and, for each V E Ha, “V is the union sf countably many 
terms of 8. Since Q = X\UH is open, Uff is closed. And since each term of 
ff is open, H is open. Suppose ’ E E’ E E; obviously e’ E Q if and only 8 
E’ c Q. Thussince /f = X\Q, (Uff) n E’ # 0.implies E”’ e: U#f. And since 
e E T E We, and e E 07’ E H3 fl covers E. Thus H is a suitable refinement 
of G covering E. 
Lemma 2. Suppose G is an operr cover of X, E e E, i:..nd, car each M, Gn is 
a suitable refinement of G which does not cover E. Y:Then there is a suit- 
able refinement of G covering E no term of which intersects aterm of 
U tlEW() Gn 
Proof. LetX’ r= x\U m E o. UG, Since each C;m is a suitable refinement 
of G, there is a {UJ nE o. E 8 such that UnEuq lJn = UUmA,, Gd and, 
for each n, Un c UG, for some m. Since G, IS closed, &’ n k’ =: 0 for 
each n. Suppose p E X’. Then p E E’ E E and E’ C: X’. If n and k belong 
to o. and p(m) E U&(E)-for ah m > k, then choose p’ e E’ such th.at 
p’(m) E U*(m) for m 4 k and p’(m) = p(m) for YI’I > k. Then p’ E C&- 
which contradicts E’ (7 UT = 0. Thus, for each M there are infinitely many -- 
m such that p(m) q! UPI (m). Choose m. < ml < .e. wih that 
p(m,) 4 Un(m,) for all n, Define V’ E B by 
&&I~(rn,) 
Vp(m,)= Cr 
( 
for n E tie, 
Xin for m # ngifor any pz. 
Then p E I$ and l$, f~ (UflEwO v,> = 0, 
Let 
G’ = UnEid() G, U {V E I3 1 for some G E G tiatl p E X’, 
vc (5 n 6)). 
Clearly G’ is an open refinement of Gcovering X. ppay Lemma 1 an 
find a suitable refinement /f of G” covering E. Th H is a suitable refk~= 
ment of G coveriag E no term of which intersects any te 
&me ,Gb:aq apeit emer.of Xi Now choose by induction, for each, 
U. 14’ :tdi, a suitabie refinement G, of G c@vering J!& as follows: 
‘k&me G8 has been defmed for ail (t i cy. If there, is a smallest fl< QI 
such&%~ %,I. coversE,,~define G@ *’ G@. 1f.E; is not covered by any G8 for 
$9 cl, QL, t&en we use Lemma 2 (or Lem.ma 1 if tx = 0) t6 choose a suit- . 
hbie refmement Go *of G covering Ep such that p < ~1 implies no term 
of G, intersects a term of G,. ,. 6: 
Cfearly /3 < a and (UG,) n (UQ) # 8 implies Go :$$ RnalIy define 
f+=u,<w; Ga. Clekrly )f covers X. Since each G, is ti open: refinement 
of 6, H is 2;‘:l open refinement of G. Also H is 1ocaIly fin: ce: For suppose 
p E X Then there is a smahes# /I such that G6 covers.p, and since GB is 
suitable, there is an open set U such that p E U, U c G, and U intersects 
only finitely many terms of G,. If V E f( and Y n U f GJ, then V E G,. So 
X is paracompact . 
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